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The Cuthlasco of the Long Narrows: Columbia River Style
Mountain Sheep Horn Bowls

 Bridget K. Johnson

Intricately manufactured, visually stunning, and
coveted across vast geographic distances for
generations, Columbia River mountain sheep horn
bowls and ladles exemplify the quintessential art form
of the most southern of the Northwest Coast cultures.
While these vessels are prized as heirlooms and

sought as iconic additions to Northwest Coast Native art collections, there had
not yet been a focused art historical study dedicated solely to these highly
valued sculptural works prior to my thesis research of horn bowls and ladles in
museums collections around the world.
         The Columbia River has functioned as an intercultural meeting place for
thousands of years, with the historically bustling Long Narrows trade mart at the
waterway's mid-point marking the epicenter of a vast transcontinental trade
network. The rich salmon fisheries located along the Long Narrows of the
Dalles resulted in wide-reaching trade relationships developed over at least
9,000 years.1  Peoples from smaller tributaries would travel to this specific
stretch of the Columbia River to fish every year and this major intersection of
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human activity aided in creating the extensive regional social and trade
network prior to the mid-nineteenth century, including the trade of mountain
sheep horns.2

         The horns of the mountain sheep are remarkably resilient with a similar
texture to a tightly grained wood, allowing for thinning of the material through
filing, adzing and finely detailed decoration of the surface of the vessel by
means of straight knife and chip carving. To create bowls and ladles from the
spiral shape, the inner curve of the horn must first be cut away. Then the bone
core and any excess keratin layers of the horn are removed. The desired
thickness of the bowl is roughed out with an adze, smoothed with files or
straight knives and hollowed with a crooked knife made from stone, bone,
antler or metal. The bowls may have been stretched in stages by first wedging
the bowl open and boiling, then inserting a wider wedge and boiling again, and
finally inserting a spherical or oval-shaped stone. The rounder stones were
used in this case to create the signature circular-shaped bowl of the Columbia
River. As the sides are stretched apart, the spreading causes the ends of the
bowls to be raised, creating the basic form of the characteristic flanges.
        Based on a study of 98 Chinookan sheep horn bowl and ladle collections
in 12 museums, as well as images from the Bill Holm and Robin Wright slide
catalog, no two vessels are exactly alike in their decoration. The most common
design elements are the positive zigzag bands, which are often used to
decorate the rim, flanges and raised bands that run under the bowls. These
forms are defined by negative triangular shapes and found on 80% of bowls
and ladles. Circles, squares, rectangles, crescents, and diamonds in their
concentric or repetitive versions are used both as individual decorative
elements as well as various parts of or surrounding a frontally carved human or
animal form. The commonly symmetrical combinations of design elements
range from very simple, such as a few zigzag bands simply running around the
rim of a bowl to a complex compilation of faces, concentric circles, repeating
lines, and zigzags. About 40% of the objects in this sample depict human faces,
either with or without torsos and bodies. About one third of the sample was
decorated solely geometric designs and only 10% were completely
undecorated with no incised designs on the exterior.
        What exactly the designs represent cannot be stated beyond speculation.
But it is clear the representational or obscured meaning of the designs relate to
a more intangible function. Contemporary Chinookan artists have asserted that
Chinookan art is spiritual in nature, alluding to spirit helpers or specific stories
that belong to the owner of the object and are purposefully designed to be



vague or private.3

        While museum records are not clear on the geographical origins of this art
form, the roots of the terms Wasco and Wishram, two village sites located along
the Long Narrows of the Columbia River, offers a clue. The names Wasco and
Wishram are derived from the most important village sites to the Long Narrows
Upper Chinookan communities, rather than a self- or group-appointed tribal
name.4  The word "Wasco" is considered the most broadly used denomination
in terms of cultural group distinction in the Upper Chinookan region, as it has
also included Wishram groups in its designation. Further, the Chinookan
village of the same name, which the word "Wasco" is based on, refers to
traditional bowls or cupsas well as a bowl-shaped rock formation into which a
spring near the village flowed.5

        In 1855 U.S. military officer Granville Haller wrote a letter to the
ethnographer George Gibbs, the earliest known collector of Chinookan
horn bowls, correcting his notes on the local native populations. Haller
specifically comments that the word cuthlasco refers to a specific village at the
lower end of the Long Narrows. Haller writes, "It means in particular the bowl or
dish which they make out of the horn of the mountain sheep (Big Horn) by
softening or moulding it into a particular shape...There is a hollow in the
[b]asaltic rock, which so much resembles this bowl and a spring of fresh water
close by that empties into it and gets its name from this circumstance. Cuth-las-
co then is the name of the spring and the people get their name from it."6

        The Upper Chinookan word wasq'ó is defined as "cup" or "horn bowl" and
is the source for the name of the Upper Chinookan village called "Cuthlasco" at
what is presently the city of The Dalles, the same location Haller was
describing in his letter from his station at Fort Dalles. Both the Chinookan prefix
"cuth-la" and the Sahaptin suffix "pum" translate as "people of" hence both the
terms Cuthalsco and Wascopam mean "People of the horn bowl" and therefore
provide the etymological connection between a specific village of Wasco
peoples and Columbia River style mountain sheep horn bowls.7

        While the 98 objects studied represent the majority of mountain sheep horn
bowls in museum collections, most of the bowls and ladles lack detailed
collection histories that speak directly to the name or tribal affiliation of the
maker, specific date the object was made, date of original collection, function of
the object, or meaning of the designs. The lack of information available in
museum records speaks to the trans-cultural value these sheep horn objects
hold, their private nature and purposeful ambiguity of what the designs on the
bowls and ladles are meant to depict, as well as the history of Euro-American
relic hunting and, frankly, stealing in the Dalles region.
        Due to a number of factors, the manufacture of Columbia River mountain



sheep horn bowls ceased for over century, from the late-eighteenth and early-
to-mid-nineteenth century to the early twenty-first century. Yet, In the last
decade, contemporary Chinookan artists and culture bearers have worked to
revive this practice of making vessels of mountain sheep horn, for the public art
market, for private purposes, as well as to teach younger carvers this distinctive
style proving the resilience of not only the material of mountain sheep horn
bowls but also the resilience of Chinook culture itself.
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